CLIENT TESTIMONIALS
One of our core values is “demonstrate, don’t declare”. With that in mind, these
“client experiences” speak to our passion for exceeding your expectations:

TLC GROUP TRAINING FOR MID OR EXECUTIVE LEVEL LEADERS

“Participating in TLC’s Leader’s Leverage program has transformed my understanding of my
organization. The program combines a variety of learning environments with a great mix of
tools, including self-assessments, peer review, manager perspectives and case studies.
Bringing it all together is Jennifer. She is uncannily perspective and highly effective in
multiple roles – teacher, facilitator and coach – and knows how to guide participants as they
develop strategies to improve their own performance. I left the program with a better
understanding of my own style, and a solid framework for approaching and resolving future
workplace and leadership challenges”
Senior Director, Litigation, Mattel
“Paul with The Leets Consortium was hired to coordinate the senior management team to
get us focused on working together, to hone-in on leadership values, and leverage
executive competency. The delivery of the work was superior, the commitment was
heartfelt, and the results very apparent. He had a way of providing personalized executive
coaching and mentoring and at the same time achieved the defined objectives through
group dynamics. I highly recommend Paul and The Leets Consortium.”
Senior Vice President - Human Resources, ResMAE Mortgage

“The Leader’s Leverage program is an excellent developmental tool for allowing one to move
into positions with growing responsibility and complexity. Combining both personal
leadership coaching along with the group learning sessions provided me with a deep
knowledge about myself and how I can refine my leadership style for increased success. I
highly recommend this program to anyone who wants to learn innovative and motivating
approaches to take their team to the next level. This program is definitely a worthwhile
investment!”
Director of Customer Contact Centers, Southern California Gas Company

“Peter: This is to express my appreciation for your commitment to the Jenny Craig business
over the past 13 months.
When we were introduced last August, I had asked that you work with our newly appointed
CEO to provide insights and guidance on leading the turnaround of our business. You
delivered on this and so much more.
I was blown away with the level of interest you displayed in our organization. You spent two
days in Palm Springs with our Field management team, worked late into the evening to
research and provide our leaders with economic and consumer insights, and helped us
recruit and "close the deal" on our newly hired Chief Marketing Officer. You also helped our
CEO create the right messaging strategy to engage our employees in the Company's
turnaround strategy. I thank you for being "on-our-side" as we've navigated through a very
challenging business environment.
The numerous leaders you've worked with will now begin a new chapter with the Company.
Because of your leadership and guidance, we are all better equipped to move forward.”

Vice President, Human Resources, Jenny Craig
“In my Leadership Development role, I had an opportunity to work the Peter and his staff
on Organizational Development initiatives. We partnered together to develop a high
potential leadership coaching program for several leaders in my organization. Coaches were
trained to utilize an in-house assessment tool and successfully coached our leaders to
develop skills and accelerate their advancement in the organization. Finally, Peter’s counsel
has been invaluable to me personally as I evaluated my options and build my own career. I
recommend Peter very highly as an executive development and career coach. His
professionalism and attention to his client’s needs are unparalleled.”

Director, Global Leadership Development, Rohm and Haas (Dow Chemical)

“My experience with the Leader’s Leverage program was amazing! Although I've always
been a good performer, I enrolled in the program because I knew there were areas for me
to improve on that would take me from steady performer to competitive talent. I didn't
know what to expect and was ready to jump in. Jennifer created a safe, confidential and
encouraging environment. The program included case work, presentations, cohort feedback
and assessments. The learnings are transformational! Very quickly you see yourself
differently in how you approach your work, how you lead and influence others. My
confidence is better than ever and others see me as a resource of influence. I have no doubt
I will continue on my path as a competitive talent. This program is a must to move you to
excellence!”
Senior Manager, Human Resources, Mattel

“The Leader’s Leverage program is an excellent developmental tool for allowing one to move
into positions with growing responsibility and complexity. Combining both personal and
leadership coaching along with the group learning sessions provided me with a deep
knowledge about myself and how I can refine my leadership style for increased success. I
highly recommend this program to anyone who wants to learn innovative and motivating
approaches to take their team to the next level. This program is definitely a worthwhile
investment!”
Director of Customer Contact Centers, Southern California Gas Company
“I believe some of the greatest value you get from a leadership development course comes
from making time for self-reflection and developing skills and tools that you will use in your
growth as a leader. The Leaders Leverage course provided both of these and much, much
more. The 1:1 coaching with Jennifer forced me to closely focus on my own unique
strengths, opportunities and personal growth. Through skill building exercises and realworld case studies, I was able to apply my personal learnings as well as gain feedback and
different perspectives from a cohort of peers with diverse backgrounds and skillsets. I would
recommend this program for anybody in a new leadership role or even current leaders that
are looking to further hone their leadership skills.”
Manager, Human Resources, Disney Consumer Products
"I'll start by saying that I find this program extremely effective. Jennifer is an extraordinary
coach and a skilled facilitator of the discussion. The group format, while not exactly the oneon-one experience Green Street has had before with Leets, is surprisingly valuable. I'll
admit, I was skeptical at first regarding the group setting; however, it is comforting hearing
that other people in different firms face similar managerial challenges that I do.
Additionally, I've also had the opportunity to leverage off their collective experience.
I've been through two Green Street sponsored leadership training courses prior to this and
they were much less meaningful compared to your program. The philosophy of the course
fits with the culture of our firm and I feel we are getting a lot of value from this program. I
am an advocate for this course inside Green Street (I have given this feedback to HR) and I
hope we send many more of my colleagues to this program.
On a personal note, the program makes me more aware of what leadership is and what I
bring to the table daily from that perspective. I think understanding this point is
transformational. Lastly, the beauty of this program is that my firm reaps the dividends
from the course while I'm at the firm, while I, myself, individually benefit because these are
skills that will last a lifetime. It's a win-win. Thank you."
Managing Director, Technology, Green Street Advisors

THANK YOU FOR CONSIDERING THE LEETS CONSORTIUM!
We are ready to serve your global talent development, leadership coaching, change
management and culture transformation needs!

